
HOW SOLAR WORKS
 The solar panel, located inside the top acrylic/glass 

housing, converts sunlight into electricity. During the 
day, the energy is stored in the pre-installed 
rechargeable battery. At night, the light is powered by 
this battery. Operating time depends on geographical 
location, daily weather conditions and season.  For best 
performance, allow the battery to charge for 6 to 8 
hours in direct sunlight.

ASSEMBLY AND INSTALLATION
 1. Twist and remove bottom PC/glass housing   

  (Fig. 1).

 2.  Slide switch on bottom of light housing to ON  
  position 

 3.  Screw leaf/stem assembly into bottom of the  
  flower head (Fig. 2).

 NOTE: 
 DO NOT use a hammer to pound flower into 

soil/ground.  If the soil/ground is hard, use water to 
soften or a trowel to loosen the soil.

 Failure to insert battery in the correct polarity, as 
indicated in the battery compartment, may shorten 
the life of the battery or cause battery to leak.

CHARGING THE BATTERY
 For best results, install the solar light in full sunlight 

and let it charge for 8 to 10 hours.
 Allow the light to run at least 8-12 entire charging and 

discharging cycles to reach maximum capacity of the 
battery.

Figure 3

For questions, concerns or replacement issues please contact 
us at 316-282-2244 or visit us online at www.desertsteel.net



REPLACING THE BATTERY

CAUTION: 
 When replacing the battery, use one (1), NEW AA 1.2V, 600MA NimH rechargeable 

battery. Use of a non-rechargeable battery may cause explosion.

IMPORTANT: 
 Dispose of batteries in accordance with local, state and federal regulations.

NOTE: 
 For best performance, replace with NEW AA 1.2V, 600MA NimH rechargeable battery 

every 3 years or when performance diminishes.

CHARGING THE BATTERY
 For best results, install the solar light in full sunlight and let it charge for 8 to 10 hours.
 Allow the light to run at least 8-12 entire charging and discharging cycles to reach 

maximum capacity of the battery.

WINTER TIP
 Keep debris and snow off the solar panel to allow the battery to recharge.  If the light 

has been covered by snow for a long period, allow battery to recharge in full, direct 
sunlight for at least 8 to 10 hours.

PROBLEM: 
 The nightly runtime is shorter than 

it should be.

SOLUTION: 
 The battery is not adequately 

charged.  Make sure the light is 
located where it can receive the 
maximum amount of full, direct 
sunlight every day.

PROBLEM: 
 The lights do not turn on in the 

evening.

SOLUTION: 
 Follow Replacing the Battery 

instructions and replace the battery 
and/or ensure battery is securely 
snapped into place.

 The light may be located near other 
light sources causing the photocell to 
not recognize it’s dark. Relocate or 
eliminate the other light sources.

 1. Twist and remove bottom   
  acrylic/glass housing. DO   
  NOT use stake to loosen.   
  (Fig.1).

 2. Remove one screw on   
  bottom of housing in battery  
  door (Fig. 3)

 

 3. Replace with fresh AA   
  rechargeable 1.2V, 600MA NimH  
  battery. Before reassembly, ensure  
  that the bulb will turn on. 

 4. To reassemble do steps 1-4 in  
  reverse order. 


